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• Start with strategy

First Things First

Good call.

Let’s end global 
warming.



• Start with strategy

• Go in order

First Things First



• Start with strategy

• Go in order

• Make choices

First Things First

Hmm….



• Perception vs. fact

Laws of Communication

Oh jeez.



• Perception vs. fact

• Repetition and 
consistency

Laws of Communication

The ice is melting. Be 
afraid.

The ice is melting. Be 
afraid.

The ice is a complicated 
and nuanced issue… it 

seems to be melting, and 
I believe it is melting, but 

let me tell you what I 
have said in the past 
about melting and its 

effects…



• Perception vs. fact

• Repetition and consistency

• Targeted
I like it hot. I love the cold.

I suppose I 
never really 

thought about 
the 

temperature.

Laws of Communication





We have this great 
idea for an ad 

campaign featuring 
washed up celebrity 

penguins.

Hold up peeps, 
we gotta go in 

order.





Program Decisions 

Good call.

Let’s end global 
warming.Good call.

Let’s end global 
warming.



Goal, Mission & Objectives

GOAL
Big, audacious statement about the 
world you are trying to create.

MISSION
Statement of why (and sometimes 
how) your organization does its work 
in pursuit of your vision.

OBJECTIVE
Element of incremental progress you 
will use to advance your mission.



Setting Objectives 

● S 
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pecific 
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ime-bound

Be SMART!



Setting Objectives
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Behavior Change

Policy Change

Fundraising



● Policy change: Pass bill to improve access to 
women’s health programs

● Behavior change: Increase by 20% the number 
of speakers at town hall 
meetings in 2018

● Corporate change: Get three companies to 
change leave policies 
for women

● Fundraising: Raise $1 million dollars

Setting Objectives - SMART or Not?



Washtenaw County Zero: 2016



• Who really has the power to 
help reach your goals?

Decision Maker

Decision Maker?



Arizona State University: Decision Maker



Complete Step 
One of your 
Smart Chart.

Your Turn





What do you control?

Internal Scan

• Money

• Staff time

• Expertise

• Spokespeople

• Relationships

• Allies & 
coalitions

• Communications 
channels



What outside Influences 

must you consider?

External Scan

• Planned events

• Opposition

• Competition

• Audience 
perceptions

• Media coverage

• External forces



Example A:
Your organization has strong relationships with the city council, local school 
board, and mayor’s office.

Example B:
Your state has a $500 million budget deficit and multiple programs are on the 
chopping block.

Example C:
Your organization has 10 years experience working with the community on 
affordable housing but now you are launching a new program that few know 
about focused on bringing financial literacy tutors into low-income 
neighborhoods.

Internal or External?



•The 10,000 foot view

Define Your Position



• Position 1:                               
Frame

Define Your Position



Transitional Kindergarten

Transitional Kindergarten



• Frame

• Position 2:                          
Fortify and 
amplify

Define Your Position





• Frame

• Fortify                                                
and amplify

• Position 3:                        
Reframe

Define Your Position



● Paralympics – Meet the Superhumans

Paralympics – Meet the Superhumans



Fill out Step 
Two of Your 
Smart Chart.

Your Turn





• Who must you reach                        
to achieve your                    
objective?

Target Your Audience

Which humans will convey our 
message of global cooling?







Target Your Audience

Decision maker

Audience 4

Audience 3

Audience 2



Target Your Audience – Questions

1.

2.

3.

How close are they to the decision-
maker?

How easily can we reach them?

How ready are they to activate?

Audience 2











Readiness 

Ladies and Gentleman, 
are you ready to stop 
global warming?





SHARE KNOWLEDGE

• Doesn’t know information
• Knows but doesn’t care
• Knows but doesn’t believe









BUILD WILL

• Know what their barriers are
• Stay in the comfort zone
• Make the reward bigger than the risk





Georgia State “Pounces” on Summer Melt 



REINFORCE ACTION

• Pat on the back
• Convey win







Complete 
Boxes 1-3 of 
Step 3

Your Turn



Message



● What do THEY                        
care about?

Core Concerns



● Tap existing 
values

● “Big” values vs. 
“small” values

Core Concerns



Message

VALUE

BARRIERVISION

ASK





Applying for college can be daunting, especially if 

one is not from a wealthy family—the sticker price 

alone is enough to dissuade many students from 

applying—or if one is the first in the family to 

attempt to get a postsecondary education. 

The University of California Stands Out Among Top 
Schools When It Comes to Serving Poor Students, The 
Atlantic, May 1, 2018.

Barrier 

58



“We explain to them that a family with an income 

of $80,000 or below is not going to pay tuition at 

the University of California,” Gullatt said. “That 

often unlocks the door for families who realize 

that UC is within their reach financially as well as 

academically.” 

The University of California Stands Out Among 
Top Schools When It Comes to Serving Poor 
Students, The Atlantic, May 1, 2018.

Overcome the Barrier 

59



●Don’t Repeat the 
Barrier! 



Value

Make your audience nod back 
at you in agreement.

Barrier

(a.k.a. Overcome the Barrier)

Your response when your 
audience says, “Yeah, but…”

Ask

What one, specific thing do you 
want them to do?

Vision

“So, what?”                          
This is what the world 

will look like if your 
audience does what 

you want them to do.

Message Box



Message Box

Provide DNA testing to all 
accused of a capital 

crime.

More than 
100 have 

since 1976.

Innocent people should 
not be wrongfully 

convicted and sentenced 
to die.

Then we’ll have a 
more fair justice 

system.



Four Sins of Message

The earth is warming at a 
rate 1000% times faster than 
last year, reminiscent of the 

paleozoic era, and as 
Aptenodytes patagonicus we 

need to ponder this.



●MEGO

Four Sins of Message

Charismatic 
Megafauna



●MEGO

●Literally literal

Four Sins of Message



●MEGO

●Literally literal 

Four Sins of Message

Evidence indicates that, adjusting for 
variation in family income, children 
with health coverage have better 

outcomes on standard developmental 
indicators than do children without 

such coverage, controlling for 
environmental factors and adjusting 
for access to primary care providers.



Four Sins of Message

●MEGO

●Literal sclerosis

●Statistical overload



Mass Deportation



●MEGO

●Literal sclerosis

●Statistical overload

●Lack of narrative

Four Sins of Message
The earth is warming at a rate 
1000% times faster than last 

year, reminiscent of the 
paleozoic era, and as 

Aptenodytes patagonicus we 
need to ponder this.



Complete at 
least one set of 
messages.

Your Turn



Value

Make your audience nod back 
at you in agreement.

Barrier

(a.k.a. Overcome the Barrier)

Your response when your 
audience says, “Yeah, but…”

Ask

What one, specific thing do you 
want them to do?

Vision

“So, what?”                          
This is what the world 

will look like if your 
audience does what 

you want them to do.

Message Box



Messengers

I have the most credibility. Good call.



First-generation students at the University of California



Who is the best 
person to deliver 
your messages? 

Your Turn





Communications Activities



Tactics



Timing





Assignments

I’ll write the 
press release.

I’ll make the 
pitch calls.



Assignments



Budget

That’s all 
we’ve got?





• Outputs

Benchmarks for Success

Only 998 more 
to go



Benchmarks of Success

•Outputs

•Outcomes We’re here 
to help.



Output or Outcome

1. A policymaker calls your office to request a briefing on research 
results. 

2. Your organization is quoted in one news story each month about 
clean energy issues.

3. 5000 emails explaining a new program are sent to donors and 
supporters.

4. There are 100 requests for program info from homeowners in the 
first quarter of the year.

5. 75% of community service centers are using your guidance to inform 
people about resources and programs.

Outcome

Output

Output

Outcome

Outcome



Work
Steps 4  and 5. 

Your Turn





• Doable

Reality Check
Can we really 
pull this off? 



• Doable

• Look for inconsistency

Reality Check
That doesn’t 

match.



• Doable

• Look for inconsistency

• Test assumptions

Reality Check What makes 
you think 

that’s going to 
work? 



• Doable

• Look for inconsistency

• Test assumptions 

• Integrate into overall plan

Reality Check
How does this 

link to the 
plan? 



• Doable

• Look for inconsistency

• Test assumptions 

• Integrate into overall plan

• Review progress regularly

Reality Check 
When do we 

check in next? 



Any 
Questions?



How do you connect?

and one more thing…
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Thank you!


